and thought in the world'?" And he makes haste to answer: "Not very much, I fear."
To a much greater extent than with most other critics, Matthew Arnold's reputation rests upon his reconsideration of the major writers of . the past, upon his efforts to secure more readers for the1n, and upon the guidance he gives such readers to a vivid and correct apprehension of what those writers stand for and are worth. From an English critic bent upon putting ((the best that is known and thought" before his contemporaries, one would naturally expect a special preoccupation with the Elizabethans; and it is among the riddles of Arnold's criticism that no such preoccupation and regard is to be found in it. Stuart Sherman, a careful student of Elizabethan drama, was, I think, the first to draw attention to Arnold's neglect of the. Elizabethans. He writes:
cc Any student of the Elizabethan drama will undertake to revise and improve the 'roll of our chief poetical names, besides Shakespeare and Milton, from the age of Elizabeth downwards', which Arnold give? in his essay on Wordsworth: 'Spenser, Dryden, Pope, Gray, Goldsmith, Cowper, Burns, Coleridge, Scott, Campbell, Moore, Byron, Shelley, Keats' (and Wordsworth) . What? one exclaims, Tom Moore a greater poetical glory than Janson, Campbell a greater poetical glory than MarJowe, Goldsmith a greater poetical glory than Webster, Cowper or Scott a grea~er poetical glory than Beaumont and Fletcher! Arnold speaks elsewhere, to be sure, of the Elizabethan as a great poetical age, but this roll of honour, with its amazing predominance of men whose works fall after 17 so, is pretty conclusive evidence that he was not intimately acquainted with it. On-e is almost tempted tQ suggest that, in 'getting up' the period, he selected Spenser and Shakespeare as its best representatives and let the rest go. '' 2 There Stuart Sherman left the 1natter, at what is a point of departure rather than of arrival. We must discover. hov.; much Arnold knew of the Elizabethans and why it was they failed to satisfy his aesthetic sense.
That they did not interest hi1n is plain. He turned his back upon two admirable opportunities to consider them, one in his review of Stop ford Brooke's A Primer of English Literature, another in his conspectus of English poetry in the introduction to Humphry Ward's English Poets. In the .first instance the only Elizabethan, apart . from Shakespeare, to whom Arnold refers, is Spenser; and all that is said of him is that he "is touched by Mr. Stopford Brooke almost as charmingly as Chaucer''. In the second instance all that Arnold says of the Elizabethans is in two sentences:
"For my present purpose I need not dwell on our Elizabethan poetry or on the continuation and close of ~his poetry in Milton. We all of us profess to be agreed in our estimate of this poetry; we all of us recognize it as great poetry, our greatest, and Shakespeare and Milton as our poetical classics. ,a Such a passage puts Arnold in a very false position. He is almost silent on the poetry of his contemporaries. Of the ro1nantic poets he complained, "the English poetry of the first quarter of this century, with plenty of energy, plenty of creative force, did not know enough. This makes Byron so empty of matter, Shelley so incoherent, Wordsworth even, profound as he is, yet so ~Matthew Arnold: How To Know Him, pp. 162-163. wanting in completeness and variety.,'
4
Of the great poets of the eighteenth century he observed: {(Though they may write in verse, though they may in a certain sense be masters of the art of versification, Dryden and Pope are not classics of our poetry, they are classics of our prose", 6 and Gray u the scantiest and frailest of classics in our poetry". 6 c< Chaucer too", Arnold insists, "is not one of the great classics,,.; What ren1ains of English poetry for so stringent a judge? Only "our Elizabethan poetry" and u the continuation and close · of this poetry in Milton", poetry which the judge maintains to be cc great poetry, our greatest". The student I The 'last question is the simplest and the one to be answered first. To Milton Arnold gave two critical essays; and although in the first of them A French Critic on Milton, this Milton jeune et voyageant makes unexpectedly grave reservations, veneration is. not too vivid a term for his attitude to Milton. · Milton is a touchstone for him; Milton is in continuous possession of the "grand style"; Milton is the only English poet who has ''the power and charm of the great poets of antiquity". 8 But Milton is not, by Arnold's own expressions, a genuine Elizabethan: his poetry is "the continuation and close'' of Elizabethan poetry. By the genuine Elizabethans Arnold is far less easily kindled.
After Shakespeare_ , to whom we shall return, Chapman 1s the Elizabethan of who1n Arnold has spoken at 4 Essays in Criticism (Oxford Edition, 1914) " ... The verse of Spenser is more fluid, slips more easily and quickly along, than the verse of almost any other English poet .... Spenser's verse is fluid and rapid, no doubt, but there are more ways than one of being .fluid and rapid, and Homer is fluid and rapid in quite another way than Spenser. Spenser's manner is no more Homeric than is the manner of the one modern inheritor of Spenser's beautiful gift; the poet, who evidently caught from Spenser his sweet and easy-slipping movement, and who has exquisitely employed it; a Spenserian genius, nay, a genius by natural endowment richer, probably, than even Spenser; that light which shines so unexpected and without fellow in our century, an Elizabethan born too late, the early lost and admirably gifted l(eats." 11
In Last Words Arnold returns to Spenser and in the Spenserian stanza "that beautiful romantic measure" he finds "treasures of fluidity and sweet ease" .
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Such allusions establish Arnold's sensitiveness to Spenser's poetry, suggest that he might well subscribe to Wordsworth's "inspired lines" as Professor de Selincourt calls them:
H Sweet Spenser moving through his clouded heaven With the moon's beauty and the moon's soft pace."
These u·ibutes to Spenser came at the very beginning of Arnold's career in criticism; and the only significant and extended references to Spenser that he was to make in the thirty years which remained to him were a reference to Spenser's judgment of the Irish peasantry and a reference to the quality of Spenser'·s Puritanism which it will be convenient to quote in another connection. Spenser was not a reference which slipped readily from ll£ssays in Criticism (Oxford Edition), p. 289. "We know how the Elizabethan theatre had its cause in an ardent zest for life and living, a bold and large curiosity, a desire for a fuller richer existence; pervading this nation at large, as they pervaded other nations, after the long mediaeval time of obstruction and restraint. But we know, too, how the great middle class of this n~tion, alarmed at grave symptoms which showed themselves in the new movement, drew back; made choice for its spirit to live at -one point, instead of living, or trying to live, at many; entered, as I have often said, the prison of Puritan ism, and had the key turned upon its spirit there for two hundred years."
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Much of Arnold's criticism was an attempt to unlock the cell; and he might have been expected, in this essay at least, to have welcomed the Elizabethan dramatists, as he welcomed Sophocles and Goethe, as aids in his task. In this essay he pleads for an organization of the theatre with a repertory of Shakespeare and of eighteenth century drama with due allowance for the presentation of good contemporaries. To the Elizabethan drama he flings the compliment, "the splendid national drama of the Eliz-abethan age" and passes on to other and apparently surer hopes. In his disparagement of the poetic drama of Victor Hugo he lets fall in this same essay a remark or two which are revelatory to a marked degree of what stood between Arnold and the temper of Elizabethan tragedy. He says:
HThe tragedy of M. Victor Hugo has always, indeed, stirring events in plenty; and so long as the human nerves are what they are, so long will things like the sounding of the .horn, in the famous fifth act of H ern ani produce a thrill in us. A thrill of this sort may be raised in us) and yet our poetic sense may remain profoundly dissatisfied. "
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It is just such thrills that abound in The Spanish Tragedy or in Taraburlan and in the Elizabethan tragedies which followed them, complicating and subtilizing the materials of Kyd and Marlowe but in no essential way changing them. Furthermore, it is such thrills that 1nake Hamlet the stage-vehicle that it is, and it is a little perplexing to find a critic who recoils from "a thrill of this sort" putting his mouth to the trumpet_, as Victor Hugo might have said, and exalting "the splendid national drama of the Elizabethan age." And again:
"What is the poetical value of this famous fifth act of Hernani? What poetical truth, or verisimilitude, or possibility has Ruy Gomez_, this chivalrous ·old Spanish grandee, this venerable nobleman, who, .because he cannot marry his niece, presents himself to her and her husband upon their wedding-night_, and insists on the husband performing an old promise to commit suicide if summoned by Ruy Gomez to do so. Naturally the poor young couple raise difficulties, and the venerable nobleman keeps plying them with: Bois! Allons! Le sepulcre est ouvert 1 etje ne puis attendre. ]'ai hate! Jljaut mourir! This is a mere cha~acter of Surrey melodrama.)1 15 It will be immediately evident that the temper of Ruy Gomez and of the scene and play in general is the temper of a very great part of Elizabethan tragedy. The jocularity with which Arnold considers Hernani could scarcely be repressed in a consideration of the Elizabethan analogues.
Turning to Arnold's attitude toward the mast. ers of Elizabethan prose, one expects perhaps to find a more substantial body of opinion. For at the outset of his preface to Burke's Letters, Speeches, and Tracts on Irish Affairs he insists:
'l We English make far too little use of our prose classics,-far less. than the French make of theirs .... Shakespeare and Mil ton we are all supposed to know something of; but of none of our prose classics, I think, if we leave stories out of the account such as are the Pilgrin2's Progress and the Vicar of Wakefield are we expected to have a like knowledge. Perhaps an exception is to be made for Bacon's Essays, but even of this I do not feel sure. Our grandfathers were bound to know their Addison, but for us the obligation has ceased; nor is that loss, indeed, a very serious matter. But to lose Swift and Burke out of our mind's circle of acquaintance is a loss indeed, and a loss for which no conversance with contemporary prose literature can ·make up, any more than conversance with contemporary poetry could make up to us for unacquaintance with Shakespeare and Milton. '' 16 As well as the extracts from . To admit Bacon to such a company was a great honour but he seems to have been an inarticulate guest. Nowhere does Arnold make such use of him as he makes of Descartes in the second chapter of God and the Bible or of Spinoza in one of the Essays in Criticism. The explanation of Arnold's attitude to Bacon and to the Elizabethan prose-writers in general is to be found in his reiterated belief that "the Restoration marks the real moment of birth of our modern English prose". In his paper On The Modern Element in Literature he contrasts the prose of Thucydides with the prose of Sir Walter Ralegh in his History of the World. Thucydides uses an idiom which, in Arnold's view, is as modern as that of Burke or Niebuhr; Ralegh "wanders among (facts) helpless]y and without a clue", and "the language of Ralegh -affords a fair sample of the critical power, of the point of view possessed by the majority of intelligent men of his day." 18 -The point of view, the critical power, of Chapman, for example, whose prose Arnold reproves as that of a man "being beguiled to wander off with (a) fancy till his original thought, in its natural· reality, knows him no more." "It is the victory of (the) prose style, 'clear, plain, and short' over what Burnet calls 'the old style long and heavy' which is the distinguished achievement, in the history of English letters, of the century following the Restoration'·', Arnold contends in his preface to Johnson's Lives; 19 and he goes on to remark that "for the purposes of modern life the old English prose, the prose of Milton and Taylor is cumbersome, unavailable, impossible."
2° From the author of that statement it would be vain to expect enthusiasm for the florid prose of the Euplzues or the Arcadia, or for the ornate prose of Donne or Sidney in the Apology, still less for the unorganized prose of the commonplace Elizabethan. But what of the prose of Hooker which possesses in an eminent degree the cardinal virtues of prose in Arnold's doctrine,-" regularity, uniformity, precision, balance"? What of the prose of Sir Thomas Elyot or of Sir Thomas Vvilson at their best? Are they in sober reality "cumbersome, unavailable, impossible"? Is it possible to conceive adjectives less apt for the prose of Bacon in his Advancement of Learning? To such questions Arnold supplies no answers.
It has been convenient to postpone the consideration of Arnold's attitude to Shakespeare until this point, for his attitude to Shakespeare presents in little the general problem of his attitude to the Elizabethans~ Frorn Dryden do·wn no critic of anything like Arnold's rank has said so little of Shakespeare. There is of course the early sonnet, scarcely this side idolatry, celebrating Shakespeare the seer and closing with the unforgotten tribute:
"All pains the immortal spirit must endure, All weakness which impairs, ~11 griefs which bow, Find their sole speech in that victorious brow."
In prose, however, it is Shakespeare the master of language rather than Shakespeare the master of thought who solicits Arnold's attention. He objects to Stopford Brooke's claim that Shakespeare was "the greatest artist the modern world has known", pointing out:
. "When we call a man emphatically artist, a great artist, we mean so1nething more than this temper in which he works; we mean by art not merely an aim to please, but also, and more, a law of pure and :flawless workmanship. As living always under the sway of this law, and as, therefore, a perfect artist, we do not conceive of Shakespeare. His workmanship is often far from being pure and flawless.
Till that Bellona's bridegroom, lapp'd in proof
Confronted him 1vith self-comparisonsThere is but one name for such writing as that, if Shakespeare had signed it a thousand times,-it is detestable. And it is too frequent in Shakespeare . . . . (In the first version of the essay "abounds" stood in place of "is too frequent".) He is the richest, the most wonderful, the most powerful, the most delightful of poets; he is not altogether, nor even eminently, an artist. " 21 The language of Shakespeare is not the equal of the language of Homer: "Homer always composes as Shakespeare composes at his best."
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Neither is it the equal of the language of Mil ton who has the secure possession of the grand style whereas there is ''not a tragedy of Shakespeare but contains passages in the worst of all styles, the affected style" . "It is the simple passages in poets like Pin dar and Dante which are perfect, being masterpieces of poetical sin1plicity. One may say the same of the simple passages in Shakespeare; they are perfect, their sin1plici ty being a poetical simplicity. They are the golden easeful crowning moments of a manner which is always pitched in another key from that of prose, a manner changed and heightened; the Elizabethan s-tyle, regnant in 1nost of our dramatic poetry to this day, is mainly the continuation of this manner of Shakespeare's. It was a manner much more turbid and strawn with blemishes than the manner of Pin dar, Dante, or M11 ton; often it was detestable; but it owed its existence to Shakespeare's instinctive impulse towards style in poetry, to his native sense of the necessity for it; and without the basis of style everywhere, faulty though it may in some senses be, we should not have had the · beauty of expression, unsurpassable for effectiveness and charm, which is reached in Shakespeare's best passages."
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Still, in The French Play in London, where Arnold sets out to explode the French contention that Victor Hugo is {(a poet of the race and lineage of Shakespeare", he speaks of ((the verse of Shakespeare the verse of the highest ·English poetry" and admits that H the iambic of the Attic tragedians is of the same (italics mine) high and splendid quality." 25 -The reasonable conclusion is that Arnold thought highly of the tnusic of Shakespeare's verse, but that his esteem for the style, the idiom_, of Shakespeare · was limited by a perception that only here and there was this style and idiom of perfect felicity. There are many other passing allusions to the style of Shakespeare, the n1ost striking of which is, perhaps, the description of it as alternating between the Celtic and the Greek notes, a description which, accompanied as it is by a multi tude of examples, I still find artificial and unin telligi bl y vague.
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Despite the lines quoted from the sonnet to Shakespeare, as a master of thought, as a seer, as "a friend and aider to those who would live in the spirit", he does not seem to have 1neant much to Matthew Arnold. True, in the essay on K~eats Arnold salutes him as a great moral interpreter; and in Lear he discovers an architectonic power which stands comparison with that in the Agamemnon of Aeschylus.
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But, for Arnold, Shake-. speare was not modern, as Sophocles or Goethe was; the compal"ison between the modernity of Thucydides and Niebuhr, on the one hand, and the primitivism of Sir Walter Ralegh, on the other, is barely more explicit than the following passage: "Shakespeare's task was to set forth the spectacle of the world' when man's spirit reawoke to the possession of the world at the Renascence. The spectacle of human life, left to bear its own significance and tell its own story, but shown in all its fulness, variety, and power, is at that moment the great matter; but if we are to press deeper, the basis of spiri tuallife is still at that time the traditional religion, reformed or unreformed, of Christendom, and Shakespeare has not to supply a new basis. But when Goethe came, Europe had lost her basis of spiritual life; she had to find it again; Goethe's task was,-the inevitable task for the modern poet 2.SQn The Study of Celtic Literature~ pp. 167-168. 17 Essays in Criticism {Second Series), p. 120. henceforth is,-as it was for the Greek poet in the days of Pericles ... not to exhibit all the kingdoms of human life and the glory of the1n like Shakespeare, but to interpret human life afresh, and to supply a new spiritual basis to it. This is not only a work for style, eloquence, charm, poetry, it is a work for science; and the scientific serious German spirit, not carried away by this and that intoxication of ear, and eye, and self-will, has peculiar aptitudes for it." 28 Shakespeare, then, lacks, in some degree at least, and perhaps in a very high degree, what Arnold not very happily calls science. Nothing could be nearer the truth than to say that he was prone to be "carried away by this and that intoxication of ear, and eye, and self-will". The point at issue is not the fact of his proneness· to this but the possibility of his intoxications leading him toward great poetry or the possibility,-for Arnold a certainty,-of their leading him away from it. Shakespeare is not, in Arnold's view, relevant to the nineteenth-century mind; neither in style nor in thought is he a writer who matters as Ho1net or Sophocles or Goethe or Wordsworth matter. He is not of those "who prop in these bad days the mind"; and he is among those who make the writing of great works difficult because he had capitulated to "their eternal enemy, Caprice".
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What Arnold held most strongly against Sk.akespeare was, perhaps, the influence of such a capitulation. "I will venture,, he says, "to express a doubt whether the influence of his works, excellent and fruitful for the readers of poetry, for the great majority, has been of 28 0n The Study of Celtic Literature, pp. 171-172. Reiteration of this view may be found in the Letters of an Old Playgoer. I have preferred to, ignore these in my argument since they are concerned with productiOns of plays rather than with plays themselves. 20 hish Essays and Others, p. 305.
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unmixed advantage to the writers of it". And to justify his doubt he proceeds~ "To (the) general characteristics of all great poets he added a special one of his own, a gift, namely, of happy abundant and ingenious expression, eminent and unrivalled: so eminent as irresistibly to strike the attention :first in him, and even to throw in to comparative shade his other excellencies as a poet. Here ·has been the mischief .... These attractive accessories of a poetical work being 1nore easily seized than the spirit of the whole, and these accessories being possessed by Shakespeare in an unequalled degree, a young writer having recourse to Shakespeare as a model runs great risk of being vanquished and absorbed by ·them, and, in consequence, of reproducing, according to the measure of his power, these, and these alone. Of this prepondering quality of Shakespeare's ge~ius, accordingly, almost the whole of modern English poetry has, ·it appears to me, felt the influence. To the exclusive attention on the part of his imitators to this, it is in a great degree owing that in a majority of modern poetical works the details alone are valuable, the composition worthless."ao .
To put the beauty of the parts before the beauty of the whole, to· conceive of expression as something more than a condign and adequate vesture for emotion and thought, in a word to put inspiration before composition, is what Shakespeare, beyond any question, does and does often, and what Arnold's doctrine will not admit. Arnold stands in the Jong line of neo-classical critics although he may not use their aesthetic terminology.
For Arnold's attitude toward the Elizabethan age as a whole the best source is On The Modern Element in 30 /bid., pp. 294-296. Literature which, as his inaugural lecture from the Oxford . Chair of Poetry, has an altogether exceptional status.
In this study Arnold contrasts with the age of Elizabeth the age of Augustus and the age of Pericles, with the explicit purpose of showing that the age of Augustus was modern but without a fully adequate literature, that the age of Pericles was modern and w'ith a fully adequate literature, whereas the age of Elizabet. h was not modern at all. A modern age, according to Arnold's conception is an age whose activity and expression is relevant to his own. "Such an epoch and such a literature are modern,, he writes) ''in the same sense in which our own age and literature are modern (when) they are founded upon a rich past and upon an instructive fulness of experience."
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Only such an age and such a literature have an imperative cla1m upon our minds. Arnold contrasts the age of Elizabeth with the age of. Pericles in four typical respects: the English dressed with fantastic gorgeousness, the Greeks with simple elegance; the English were addicted to barbarous diversions, the Greeks to cultivated ones; the Greeks had ceased to carry arms, the English continued to carry them ; the English expressed themselves in the a1norphous idiom of Sir Walter Ralegh, the Greeks in the adequate idio1n of Thucydides.
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The Elizabethans, in short, were. defective in civilization; their minds lacked discipline and delicacy; they were primitive. Upon a civilized modern they have no powerful claim. This is one half, and the more decisive half of Arnold's opinion of them; for the other half, we rna y take the reference to Spenser which · was withheld before. · It occurs in the essay on Falkland; and it runs thus: cc When one considers the strength, the boldness, the self-assertion, the instincts of resistance and independence in the English nature, it is surely hazardous to affirm that only by the particular means of the Puritan struggle and the Puritan triumph could we have become free in our persons and property. When we consider the character shown, the signal given, in the thinking of Thomas More and Shakespeare, of Bacon and Harvey, how shall we say that only at the price of Puritan ism could England have had free thought? When we consider the seriousness of Spenser, that ideal Puritan before the fanatical Puritans and without their faults; when we consider Spenser's seriousness and pureness, in their revolt against the moral disorders of the Renascence, and remember the allies which they had in the native integrity and piety of the English race, shall we even venture to say that only at the price of Puritanism could we have had seriousness? Puritanism has been one element in our seriousness; but it is not the whole of our seriousness, nor the best in it."ss As Mr. Chesterton and Mr. Belloc use the England of the Middle Ages to establish that Puritanism is a deviation from the normal development of English life, Arnold is te~pted to use the England of Elizabeth. His sympathies with that England are, however, imperfect, his acquaintance with it perfunctory; and more often and more effectively he goes abroad and, abandoning the national unit, he seeks to establish that Puritanism is a deviation from the normal develop1nen t of civiliza--tion in general. Sophocles takes the place of Shakespeare, Marcus Aurelius the place of Bacon, Goethe the place of Spenser. Compared with the other periods of English literature the Elizabethan seen1ed to Arnold to be great, 1ndeed our greatest; but compared with the golden ages of world literature, neither the Elizabethan age considered as a whole nor its preeminent masters, with the solitary and significant exception of Milton, seemed to him to have the light or the urbanity or the adequacy or the simplicity which he required of the great. In a passing reference he might pay the Elizabethans lipservice; whenever he amplified a reference it became an inquiry into their shortcomings.
